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For /7-dimensional survival functions, we study some probabilistic aspects of
the Schur-constant property. The latter is of interest in that it extends the "lack-
of-memory" property in a Bayesian context. Some general facts are studied in
detail, and related results about interdependence, aging, and extendibility are
presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

We consider n non-negative random variables Tu... ,Tn with a Schur-constant
joint survival function Fn(tlf. . . , / „ ) ; i.e.,

/?„(/, , . . . , ( „ ) = P ( 7 , > t , Tn > tn) = J £ / , j , ( / „ . . . ,tn) G R ; ,

(1.1)
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where 0 is a non-increasing function, continuous from the right and such that

4(0) = 1
lim^+oo 0 ( 0 = 0

for any pair x,y E IR+ w i t n xi — 7M

where £ are the vertexes of the Ai-dimensional interval U = [u € R+1 x,< u,<
y,} and w(£) is the number of components of £, which are equal to compo-
nents of x.

Of course, Eq. (1.1) is a special case of exchangeability; by putting, in par-
ticular, for a fixed X > 0,

0(O=exp(-X-f) , (1.2)

we obtain that Tu... ,Tn are i.i.d. exponentially distributed.
Note that the A-dimensional marginal survival function of any h variables

7} , , . . . ,TJh(h < n) is Fh(t th) = P(TX > tu . . . ,Th > th,Th+i > 0 , . . . ,

U
The vector T s (Tlt..., Tn) is N-extendible {N> n) if Fn(t) can be seen

as the ^-dimensional marginal survival function of some TV-dimensional survival
function FN:

Fn(t)=FN (f, , . . . ,*„,(), . . . ,0).

T is (S.C.)-N-extendible if it is A'-extendible with FN Schur-constant; obvi-
ously this happens if and only if 0 is such that <£(2/li f,-) is a (N-dimensional)
survival function.

N* is the maximum rank if T is N*-extendible but not (TV* + 1)-
extendible. If N* is finite, T is a vector of finitely extendible r.v.'s; if, on the
contrary, T is N-extendible for any N,T\,. . . ,Tn are infinitely extendible.
Analogously, we shall denote by JVS.C. the maximum rank relative to (S.C.)-
extendibility.

It can be immediately seen that if Tu . .. ,Tn,. .., is a denumerable
sequence of i.i.d. or conditionally i.i.d. random variables, such that the joint
/j-dimensional survival function is Schur-constant for any n, then Tx,..., Tn,...,
are necessarily exponential or conditionally exponential, respectively; we can
then conclude that ./Vs*c is infinite if and only if T is a vector of n i.i.d. or a
mixture of n i.i.d. exponentially distributed r.v.'s.

Having in mind applications in the field of reliability, we interpret the r.v.'s
7*|,..., Tn as lifetimes of similar units and, for a given s>0, the quantity T, — s
is seen as the residual lifetime of a unit of age s. In this field, and in the related
field of survival analysis, the interest of Eq. (1.1) is in that it provides, in a sub-
jectivist context, a multidimensional version of the lack-of-memory property or,
in other words, it expresses a condition of no-aging, as argued by Barlow and
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Mendel [1] and Spizzichino [8]. In particular, indeed, Eq. (1.1) holds if and only
if for any T > 0, for any possible vector of ages (S | , . . . ,sn) G R" and for / ±j,

P{T,-SI>T\TI>S1,...,T,> sh ...,Tn>sn)

= P{Tj -sJ>T\T,>si Tj>Sj,...,Tn>sn)\

i.e., the residual lifetimes (7} — s,) and (7} — Sj) of two units of different ages
Si and Sj, respectively, have the same conditional distribution.

In applications the following properties (for joint survival functions) may
be of interest: interdependence properties, aging, and extendibility. Lifetimes
with Schur-constant survival function may present different forms of interde-
pendence, aging, and extendibility, and our aim is to illustrate some relations
among them.

This will be done in Section 2, after showing some general properties of
Schur-constant survival functions.

2. BASIC PROPERTIES OF SCHUR-CONSTANT SURVIVAL FUNCTION

From now on we shall suppose, if not otherwise stated, that the survival func-
tion Fn(t) = <t>(Zt,) is absolutely continuous; in such a case, the ^-dimensional
marginal density function (k < n) is given by

Ot\...Otk \ / = 1

where <j>(k)(-) is the kth order derivative of <t>.
As it is immediate to verify, we have the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 2.1: IfFn(t) = <t>(T, /,) is absolutely continuous, then the follow-
ing conditions hold:

(i) v / z e ( l , 2 n) (-l)h<t>lh)(t)>Ovt>O.
(ii) W? G (1,2,.. .,rt)lim,_+oo0(/l)(O =0 .

Remark 2.2 (see, e.g., Barlow and Mendel [1]): An absolutely continuous sur-
vival function Fn(-) is Schur-constant if and only if its density /„(•) is Schur-
constant.

Fix now s> 0, and put

Gn(t\,-.-,tn) = \ \

0 otherwise.

s '•=' ' '=' (2.1)

Gn(-) provides an example of a (singular) Schur-constant survival function:
as it can be easily shown, r.v.'s Tx,..., Tn with a survival function of the form
of Eq. (2.1) can only take values in the simplex <ps- {̂  G IR+ |S"=i £, = s) and
the probability distribution defined by Eq. (2.1) is the uniform distribution on
the simplex tps. A distribution of the form of Eq. (2.1) turns out to be the joint
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laws of the spacings of (n — 1) points dropped at random into intervals of fixed
length [5]; such distributions are significant because they can be used to give an
integral representation for any absolutely continuous Schur-constant survival
function.

PROPOSITION 2.3: Let Sn = S"=, Tt and Fn(-) be absolutely continuous; Fn{-) is
Schur-constant if and only if the conditional survival function of Tu ... ,Tn

given (Sn = s) is the uniform distribution on the simplex <ps.

PROOF: Let Fn{-) be Schur-constant; by Proposition 4 in Barlow and Mendel
[1], Vk<n

Fk(tu...,tk\Sn = s) =

i *

s ,=i

n-\

( 2 - 2)

0 otherwise.

Here, we show that Eq. (2.2) holds also for k = n. Indeed,

Fn(t , / n |S n = s)

= P{iTn>tn)n{T]>tu...,Tn_l>tn_,}\Sn=s)
I* Co /• co

I, ' "A_,
x /„-,(£ | Sn=s)

where/n_, (f | Sn = s) is the joint conditional density function of Tx,..., rn_,
and 0 < Sf=i t, < s. By Eq. (2.2)

Moreover, we can write

P{Tn >tn\Sn = s,Tl = tu---,Tn-l = L-i)

= p(rn>tn\Tn = s-'ZZhTi = ^ , . . . , r n _ , = ?„

Thus,

(n —
1

r°° C°°
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As an immediate application of Proposition 2.3, we have the following
corollary.

COROLLARY 2.4 (Integral Representation): An absolutely continuous survival
function Fn(-) is Schur-constant if and only if there exists a probability measure
ixn on [ 0 , + a » ) such that v ( / , , . . . , * „ ) e TR"+

r ° ° / i " \n~'
F«(tlt...,ttt)= 1 - - S ' / Hn(ds),

Jo \ s 1=1 /+

where /+ = 0iff<0.
Of course, /xn is the measure induced by Sn = Z"=, 7}.

Let us consider now the special case where Fn(tu . . . , /„) = i/<(2 t,-) and

,=o (2.3)

0 otherwise,

where ck,ck-\ * 0 and / is a closed bounded interval of [0,+oo).
It can be seen [3] that fB(0 = ̂ (E',-)is actually a joint survival function

i f f /= [0,p] and

0 otherwise,

where/; = —ck_{/kck. Note that if k < n, the joint survival function Fn(t) =
<#>(S/=i tj) is not absolutely continuous, and the r.v.'s Tx,..., Tk+1 have a uni-
form distribution on the particular simplex (pp.

By Proposition 2.3 the class of the (^-dimensional) distributions with
Schur-constant absolutely continuous survival functions is a subclass of the class
Qn of the distributions of non-negative random variables Xx Xn, whose
conditional joint distribution, given the event (S"=i X, = s), is uniform on the
simplex.

The class Cn has been studied in detail by Diaconis and Freedman [6]; in
particular, they proved that if the maximum (S.C.)-rank is finite, for any k <
JV| C the r.v.'s Xu... ,Xk, k < n, are nearly a mixture of ki.i.d. and exponen-
tial r.v.'s and the variation error is at most 2(k + l)/(Ns.c. - k — 1).

As already mentioned, Eq. (1.1) combined with the condition of infinite
(S.C.)-extendibility means that Tlt... ,Tn are i.i.d. exponentially distributed or
conditionally i.i.d. exponentially distributed. It is well known [2] that, in the lat-
ter case, the (predictive) one-dimensional marginal distribution is DFR.

We now remark that Eq. (1.1) is equivalent to
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The latter identity shows the dependence of Fn on t in terms of the one-
dimensional marginal survival function. In principle, by using Eq. (2.4), we
might combine an arbitrary one-dimensional survival function Fx with the
function ^ ( 0 = £?=i /, in order to build a Schur-constant survival function
with the prescribed one-dimensional survival function Fx. As a matter of fact,
such a procedure may lead to a function that is not an /i-dimensional survival
function (being an /j-dimensional survival function requires of course that any
/i-dimensional interval has a non-negative probability). This argument shows
that Eq. (2.4) may imply some constraint on the form of Fx. In what follows
we shall present two simple but interesting results in this direction. First of all we
recall that the r.v.'s 7"i,... ,Tn are called positively upper orthant dependent if

P(Tl>tl,...,Tn>tn)>llP(Ti>ti)
i=\

and negatively upper orthant dependent if the opposite unequality holds.
We now recall that a single lifetime T is NWU (New Worse than Used) if

P(T>t + s\T>s)>P(T>t).

and NBU (New Better than Used) if the opposite unequality holds.

PROPOSITION 2.5: Let Fn(-) be Schur-constant. Tx Tn are positively (nega-
tively) upper orthant dependent if and only if the one-dimensional marginal dis-
tribution of Tj is NWU (NBU).

PROOF: If T{,..., Tn are positively dependent P(TX > t + s) = P(Ti> t,Tj>s)>
P(T1>t)P(Ti>s);U.,

P(TX >t + s\Tx >s)>P(Tx >t).

Vice versa if 7} is NWU:

P(Tx>tu...,Tn> tn) = Fx fp t) =P(T1> £ t

[T, > £ t,\
\ i=2 /

= f[P(Ti>ti).

To obtain the equivalence between NBU and negative dependence, > is to be
replaced by < in the preceding proof. •

In what follows we shall give a result concerning extendibility of Schur-
constant survival functions. Actually, it is to be noticed that also extendibility
properties are strictly related with interdependence properties: positive depen-
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dence is a necessary condition for infinite extendibility, whereas negative depen-
dence is a sufficient condition for finite extendibility. On the other hand, we
remark that N-extendibility means that Fi(S/l i t/) is still a (TV-dimensional)
joint survival function.

By the integral representation in Corollary 2.4, the measure /*„ induced by
Sn characterizes any Schur-constant absolutely continuous survival function,
and so it can, in particular, be used to study the maximum rank N|.c_; a con-
nection between N | c and properties of \in is obtained in the following result.

PROPOSITION 2.6: Let Fn(-) be Schur-constant.

(a) r , , . . . , Tn are (S. C.)-infinitely extendible if and only ifnn is a gamma
or a mixture (with respect to X) of gammas with parameters n and X.

(b) if'n > 2 and E[S%] < ((n + l)/n)E2[Sn], then the r.v.'s are (S.C.)-
finitely extendible with maximum rank 7V| c given by

PROOF:

- " * e W ! * a c + . ) B » i w - . , B i t i i • a 5 )

(a) The proof is obvious: it is sufficient to recall that in such a case
T\,..., Tn are i.i.d. or conditional i.i.d. exponentially distributed.

(b) Let us compute the correlation coefficient p = (Cov(Ti, r2))/(Var(T,)).
By the integral representation of Eq. (2.2), we can compute the joint
marginal density function of any k < n r.v.'s 7",,..., Tk

Mi ..)-f" <-•><-»)-"-*>
Jo s

\n-Ar-l

X 1 - -

so that

o Jo S \ sj+

(n-
E[TrT2] = dtA dt2

Jo Jo Jo
tit,

1 2 \"~3

* 1=1 /+

E(TJ)
Jo Jo
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By computing such integrals, it follows that

E[T1]=-E[Sn], E[TrT2]= * E[S2],
/2 /l(/I + 1)

Thus,

and

E[7?] = 2 E[S2].
n(n + 1)

Therefore,
2 - (/i + 1)E2[SJ

2nE[SZ) - (n + l)E2[Sn]

and p < 0 iff E[52] < ((n + l)/n)E2[Sn]. This condition implies finite
extendibility, and in this case the maximum rank N* must satisfy:
p > —(\/{N* — 1)). From this condition and by obvious computa-
tions, the identity of Eq. (2.5) follows. •

Remark 2.7: If Fn(t) =F1(T,ti) is an absolutely continuous Schur-constant
survival function, then, for k < n, the density fS/!(s) of Sk = 2 * t, is related to
the function <t> = F{ through the equation

By combining this formula with Proposition 2.6, we can translate extendibility
conditions for Fn(t) into constraints on the function F\.

In applications it is of interest to consider life-testing experiments on n units
U\ , . . . , ( /„ with lifetimes Tx,..., Tn. Think now of a life-testing experiment in
which t / | , . . . , Un are new and start working at time 0. As time elapses the
units progressively fail, and suppose that we can observe progressively all the
failure times. For t > 0, let us then denote by H, the random number of fail-
ures that will be observed up to time t:

/=!
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We also denote by Y, the total time on test process:

Consider now the two-dimensional process Z, = (H,,Yt), which takes its val-
ues on the set E= (0,1 n) x [0,+<»).

The interest of Eq. (1.1) lies in that it allows the pair (//,, Y,) to be suffi-
cient in the life-testing experiment [8]; this fact implies the Markov property of
the process Z,. As will be shown in a subsequent article, interdependence and
aging arguments about T can be used for obtaining useful monotonicity prop-
erties of Z,.
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